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THE RAFTA PROJECT
An aspiration amongst the founders of RAFTA was the RAF PLAY – this would be staged in a similar
fashion and as an alternative to the RAF CONCERT, which was staged by the Central Band in the
Albert Hall and other renowned venues. The original idea was that the RAFTA Committee would
select a play and each club would stage it in a competition. The best talent would then be
selected by the adjudicators and they would be re-cast and come together to rehearse and then
stage it as an RAF production for a week in a professional theatre. Mike Lambe’s artistic, and
sometimes manic, ambitions knew no limit and he related once that his real ambition was to see a
RAFTA member write an original play ; have it cast and directed by the best talent in RAFTA and to
stage it in a West End theatre…… and so the RAFTA Project was born!
It was fitting, then that RAFTA’s first Project – suggested by Mavis Moralee (now Mavis Gray) the
RAFTA Promotions Officer (1980-81) be staged at Liverpool University as part of the 1984
Liverpool Garden Festival with a play written and directed by Mike Lambe – Gypsy’s Revenge.

Although a great success, artistically, the first Project did not enjoy ‘West End’ sized audiences. It
did spur a group of actors to form a ‘breakaway company’ - Flat Four Players - who went on to
stage Gillian Plowman’s one-act plays to great success in many civilian drama festivals whilst also
still contributing artistically to their own RAFTA Theatre Clubs. Flat Four Players were given a
special RAFTA Award, for their enterprise in 1985. What was needed , for the RAFTA Project, was
a professional Receiving Theatre in an RAF – rich locality. And so to Swindon and the Wyvern
Theatre.
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1986 The Recruiting Officer directed by Ian Armstrong

Then to Lincoln Theatre Royal (Art Walker the resident SM; Chris Olney, the Lighting technician)

1988 A Midsummer Night’s Dream directed by Dave Flint
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1990 On the Razzle directed by John Gray

1992 Chorus of Disapproval directed by Peggy Reading
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1994 Last Tango in Whitby directed by Suzy Brown

Then a break in the 2year cyle because no play was forthcoming for 1996 before returning to
Lincoln.

1997 Habeas Corpus directed by Peggy Reading
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1999 Oh What a Lovely War directed by Iris Bartle (which was a “Merry Rooster’s” production
not “RAFTA” as the 1st Gulf war had just broken out!)

Then a change of venue – to Cambridgeshire and the Key Theatre, Peterborough:

2001 As The Adastra Theatre Company: Arabian Nights directed by Gene David Kirk
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Then at the Lakeside Theatre , Colchester:

2003 Oaklahoma directed by Alex Stroud

Then to The Old Fire Station at Oxford :

2005 Sweeney Todd directed by Philip Goudal
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Then to The Blakehay Theatre at Weston Super Mare:

2007 Tom Jones directed by Iris Bartle

Then back to Lincoln – this time The Drill Hall.

2009 Hotel Paradiso directed by Peggy Reading
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Then to Cambridge at The Junction

2011 Return to the Forbidden Planet directed by Iris Bartle

Then back to Oxford and the Old Fire Station

2013 Much Ado About Nothing directed by Alison Kirkwood
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2015 Animal Farm directed by Paul Foot

Project Selection (the RAFTA Website explanation)
One of RAFTA’s methods of improving theatre in the RAF is to run, every 2 years a ‘Project’.
There are 3 key ways, conceptually, in which Project acts to improve theatre in the RAF.




First, Project productions are always put on in professional ‘receiving’ theatres (eg
theatres that receive visiting professional and amateur companies). The rationale behind
this is to give RAFTA members with an experience akin to a professional touring theatre
company; the Project Company must plan to get into a strange venue, build their set and
technical solution, put on a week’s run of a show and get out again. For the Project week,
the Company acts to all intents and purposes as a professional company.
Second, Project productions should represent a challenge to RAFTA, the idea being that
growth (and hence improvement) can only be achieved by challenging and stretching the
Association. There is no hard and fast definition of what is meant by challenge, though
one yardstick often used is that a RAFTA Project should be something that would be
beyond the capability of any individual RAFTA club to produce at that point in time. So, a
RAFTA club may at one point put on a production of Cats. This would not rule out Cats
being chosen as a Project, especially if no individual club could muster the cast to perform
Cats at that point in time. If a number of clubs could feasibly perform Cats, this would still
not rule it out as a challenge, as the scope and artistic vision of the Project production
could be on a grander scale. Other assessments of what constitutes a challenge include the
company learning a range of new skills/techniques, the use of particularly
difficult/engaging/emotionally involved texts, productions with specific technical
difficulties etc.
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Third, Project productions bring together RAFTA members from across the Association,
providing members with a unique opportunity to act with people from outside their own
theatre clubs. This is a great vehicle for improving theatre, as members get to share their
theatrical skills and ideas with people they might otherwise not work with and thereby all
benefit from the sharing. One can also meet friends for life! Whilst there is no reason why
a Project could not be a two-hander play, the concept of bringing together many RAFTA
members to share in a Project experience (and therefore share their skills) means that
Projects tend to be selected that need reasonably large casts and/or crews.

Every 2 years, the RAFTA Committee invites RAFTA members to submit proposals for productions
they would like to put on as a Project. At that point, the Project selection process begins! The key
aspects the Committee look for in any proposal are artistic vision and a description of the
challenge that the production would represent. The final choice of Project also depends on an
assessment of RAFTA’s ability to produce each proposal, including a financial assessment. Whilst
RAFTA does not aim to make a profit from its Projects, it also does not aim to make a loss!
Historical experience from a number of Projects shows that generally Projects cost the Association
money. Unfortunately, this can be the price of seeking theatrical improvement!
Project Financial History

1984:- The Gypsy's Revenge.
Loss of £158.50 (1985 AGM Minutes in RAFTA Billboard, Summer 1985)
1986:- The Recruiting Officer
Loss of £2,800 (1986 AGM Minutes in RAFTA Billboard, February 1987)
1988:- "Midsummer Night's Dream"
Loss of £1027.59 (1989 AGM Minutes)
1990:- On The Razzle
Loss size not known but "less than anticipated" (1990 AGM Minutes)
1992:- Chorus of Disapproval
Profit of £1627.72 (1993 AGM Minutes)
1994:- Last Tango in Whitby"
Break even (1994 AGM Minutes)
[At that meeting Jim Brown, Chairman, said "In time, all clubs, competitions and courses,
Projects etc will have to be self-supporting"]
1997:- Habeas Corpus
Loss of £2,139.67 (1997 AGM Minutes)
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1999:- Oh What A Lovely War
Loss of £3,149.54 (1999 AGM Minutes)
[The Producer said " RAFTA cannot afford to indulge itself in Project as it has in the past.
It is necessary for the Project to be run more professionally in all respects. The
Committee needs to be rigorous in the selection of a play for Project and the Director
requires a clear and comprehensive artistic vision." He also emphasised the importance
of taking forward the lessons of Project 99, both positive and negative]
2001:- Arabian Nights
Profit of £27.16 (2002 AGM Minutes)
Loss of £85.84, if Project paid for the VIP night.]
2003:- Oklahama
Loss of £1,045.77 (2004 AGM Minutes)
2005:- Sweeney Todd
Loss of £1185.59 (2006 AGM Minutes)

2007:- Tom Jones
Loss of £873.77 (Project Balance Sheet)
2009:- Hotel Paradiso
Loss of £2,177.34 (2009 AGM Minutes)
2011:- Return to the Forbidden Planet
Loss of £4,015.54 (2011 AGM Minutes)
2013:- Much Ado About Nothing
Profit of £267 (2014 AGM Minutes)

2015:- Animal Farm
Loss of £2412.60 (2016 AGM Minutes)
The Future of the RAFTA Project
In the beginning, and up to the mid 90s, Project was indeed a "showcase" for RAFTA both to the
civilian community and to the ‘powers-that-be’ in the RAF, from the Chief of the Air Staff down; in
the latter case to attract attention and Service support. Because all the "active" members were
also "serving" members (uniformed or civilians working on RAF units or dependants) Project was
meeting RAFTA's aims ("improving theatre in the RAF"). Moreover, the ‘showcase’ approach
demanded that RAFTA used the best of its wealth of artistic talent every 2 years in each Project.
This led to many, already experienced RAFTA members, appearing in successive Projects.
Unfortunately, the 2017 Project was deferred for 2 years because of lack of proposals and in 2018
it was decided that Project 2019 would be The Secret Garden directed by Pat Russel. However,
despite workshops, canvassing and pleas for support, the Project could not be cast fully and
regrettably it was cancelled.
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Nowadays, the majority of the "active" membership and the participants in Project are
the "retired" fraternity and their spouses, and many of them have already had many
opportunities to be involved in a larger production than is possible at club level - in a professional
receiving theatre. The future trend, perhaps, should be with the priority of opportunity to feature
in a Project being given to the "serving" membership and to those RAFTA members who have not
had the chance to be part of Project before. Clearly, serving members should not be given
significant roles if it is beyond their capability or experience but, given two fairly equal candidates,
the preference, perhaps, should be given to the newcomer. If Project is still just to be
a ‘showcase’, then the target for that show should be established. If the higher echelons of the
RAF do not need convincing of the strength of RAFTA performance then the civilian theatre-going
world may be briefly interested, but such an audience base has never been established in the
past. If RAFTA is to continue to attempt to attract the attention and support of senior RAF
members, then how can that really be achieved if nearly all the Project participants are "retired"?
Moreover the increasing trend of RAF station closures reduces the core membership. The
budgeting against the rising hire costs of receiving theatres – and the considerable
cast/production team commitments were also major concerns. The emphasis on the Project
could be changing from ‘showcase’ to another major strand of the training initiative, alongside
weekend Courses, Workshops, Festivals and Competitions. Participation, and the experience
gained from a Project would, and should, be seen as, the pinnacle and the ‘fruits’ of RAFTA
theatre training.
Project Participation Statistics
Since 1984, a total of 272 individual members of RAFTA have taken part in a Project. 45% have
featured in one Project only. 55% have participated in more than one. 5% have taken part in
more than half of the Projects staged. 61% of all members involved have, at some time, been
“serving” uniformed or civilian and their dependants but the trend has moved from 95% in 1984
to less than 50% in the 2000s. The number of members involved in a Project ranges from 20-62
with an average, over the years, of 40. Twelve different directors have been used in 16 Projects at
9 different venues; 2 members have directed more than once.

TRAINING COURSES
Courses in all things theatrical was a founding requirement of RAFTA. It was proposed that
theatre standards could be improved across the RAF and that members of Theatre Clubs should
have the opportunity to attend, and benefit from, formal training courses. With the financial
support of the Education Branch, a residential course was proposed in 1975 but this had to be
cancelled because of difficulties in arranging the details of such a new course at comparatively
short notice. However, an inaugural course on Theatre Today was launched at Nottingham
University under the Short University Course scheme. That Course included a session on how to
approach a role by a young actor whose humility much impressed Mike Lambe. Mike was so
impressed, he wrote "here was an actor; would there were more of them". The young actor was
Anthony Sher. The Short University Course scheme allowed all members of the Service to be
funded (travel, accommodation, food and course fee) provided they applied through the
Education Branch channels. Non-Service members were required to pay travel, accommodation
and food charges, but RAFTA eventually agreed to provide a subsidy towards this cost. In the
same year, an in-service course – with Rank Strand as an external tutor- on Lighting was held at
Lyneham. In addition, until 1977, the University of Southampton sponsored a one-day course at
the National Theatre, during which the AGM was held.
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Since then, the Short University Course was held, primarily, at Nottingham until 1998. From 1982,
courses were also held at RAF units – notably Lyneham and Waddington. The responsibility for
the organization of RAFTA Courses was with the Vice-Chairman who would, in conjunction with
the Committee, agree a course topic, then engage a suitable professional tutor – invariably from a
London drama school or from the professional theatre. The weekends were extremely active
both educationally and socially and the Saturday evening included a show at the Nottingham
Theatre Royal or the Derby Playhouse – the specific aspects of the show seen – relevant to the
weekend course would be debated on the Sunday morning.
The on-station courses involved both external lecturers and experienced RAFTA members as
tutors. Combining the AGM, initially at the National Theatre, with a one-day course or a
conference was also an option. With the withdrawal of Service funding for the Nottingham
University course, new venues were sought for courses. Whilst RAF stations could provide
adequate facilities – and Lyneham doubled as a centre for both Festivals and Courses, the lack of
accommodation posed cost problems and although Cambridge University was used as a suitable
venue (having been arranged at a very favourable cost by the University Bursar and ex-RAFTA
Chairman, Peter Brindle), and the University of Essex had a brief input, RAFTA has never reestablished the University environment for its Courses.
From 1982, a sequence of guides, to Putting on a Play, produced by Committee Members, was
published in the RAFTA Billboard/Yearbooks and these were compiled into a booklet which was
published and sold as part of RAFTA merchandising. It was proposed, subsequently, in 1993 that
RAFTA Clubs should be able to ask for ‘tailor-made’ workshops in their own theatres. A small
band of RAFTA Committee members volunteered to put together and tutor these workshops.

RAFTA COURSES
YEAR

COURSE/TOPIC

VENUE

1976

Theatre Today

Nottingham University

Rehearsal &Production Techniques; Play
Choice (alongside the AGM - sponsored by
Southampton University)

National Theatre

Lighting (run by Rank Strand)

Lyneham

Basic Acting & Production

Nottingham University

Art of Acting; Adjudication

National Theatre

1977

(at the AGM sponsored by Southampton University)
1978

Stagecraft (alongside AGM)

National Theatre

1979

Theatre Today

Nottingham University

Acting

National Theatre
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YEAR

COURSE/TOPIC

VENUE

1980

Acting & Lighting

Nottingham University

Stagecraft

National Theatre

1981

Production Techniques

Nottingham University

1982

Stage Management & Set Design

Nottingham University

Acting

Lyneham

Stage Lighting

Nottingham University

Putting on a Play

Lyneham

Advanced Acting

Nottingham University

Directing a Play

Lyneham

Make-Up

Nottingham University

Putting on a Musical

Lyneham

Comedy Techniques

Nottingham University

Lighting & Special effects

Lyneham

Stage Management

Nottingham University

Shakespeare for Beginners

Lyneham

1988

Acting Workshop

Nottingham University

1989

Designs on Drama

Nottingham University

Pantomime

Lyneham

1990

Techniques of Stage Direction

Nottingham University

1991

Characterisation

Nottingham University

Putting on a Play

Lyneham

1992

Techniques of Stage Make-Up

Nottingham University

1993

Stage Management

Nottingham University

Song & Dance

Lyneham

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987
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YEAR

COURSE/TOPIC

VENUE

1994

Acting Techniques

Nottingham University

Lighting

Lyneham

Demystifying Shakespeare

Nottingham University

Drama Workshop

Coltishall

Stage Design

Nottingham University

Acting

North Luffenham

Directing

Nottingham University

Musicals

Waddington

The Voice

Nottingham University

Pantomime

Waddington

Stage Management

Christ College Cambridge

Shakespeare

Waddington

Song & Dance

Lyneham

Physical Theatre

Corsham

Lighting

Innsworth

Adjudication

Cosford

Playwriting /Structure of a Play

Uxbridge

What is Good Acting (Masterclass with Peter

Union Jack Club, London

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

Barkworth)

2002

University of Essex, Lakeside
Theatre

Restoration Acting

Halton

Adjudication

Cranwell

Technical
2003

Adjudication

Halton

Set Design

Cranwell
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YEAR

COURSE/TOPIC

VENUE

2004

Adjudication

Cranwell

Circus Skills

Lyneham

2005

The Art of Directing

Cranwell

2006

Creative Writing

Brampton

Adjudication

Brize Norton

2007

Pantomime

Cranwell

2008

Song and Dance

Cranwell

2009

Directing

Cranwell

2010

Stage Management

Brampton

2011

Demystifying Shakespeare

Brampton

Adjudication

Cranwell

2012

No Courses held

2013

Song & Dance

2014

Improvisation

2015

No Courses held

2016

Stage Lighting

2017

No Courses held

2018

Stage Fighting

Corsham

(Cancelled)

Corsham

Shrivenham

Corsham

Historical Dance
2019

No Courses held

2020

No Courses held ( COVID19 Pandemic)
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A Course on a Station
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COMMUNICATING the message………
Timely communication with the RAFTA membership was always a fundamental requirement of
the Association. From its beginning the RAFTA Committee had an established Information Officer
who, with the assistance of the RAF Swanton Morley Print Section would send out a typed,
Xeroxed Newsletter.

In 1982 the post of Yearbook Editor was established and the first “Yearbook” known as Billboard
was produced and printed – again with in-service assistance - from Brampton.
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The advent of the commercially printed and coloured Yearbook whilst of excellent quality was,
however, not financially sustainable and was abandoned in 2004.
With the demise of the Yearbook, in 2004, RAFTA embraced the power of e-mails and the Internet
and a Website was created for RAFTA by Robert Iles in November 2000 and was revised in
October 2010.
Communication resorted to a bi-monthly newsletter, aptly called Noises Off; the post of Yearbook
Editor was disestablished and the Information Officer assumed the role.
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Review of the history of the Newsletter/Yearbook from the 1999 Yearbook Editor, Gavin Bateman :
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Promotional Items The RAFTA tie, tee shirt and sweatshirt had been sought after since 1975 and
the Committee post of Promotions Officer was created in 1980. This appointment was
responsible for the purchase and storage of promotional items and their sale at every RAFTA
gathering. Cost, transport considerations and logistical challenges mitigated against this and in
2004 the post was discontinued and electronic ordering of promotional items began. So, the
Internet and the website enabled RAFTA to engage with its members by the sale of promotional
items.
From the Web Site http://rafta.co.uk/
About RAFTA
The Royal Air Force Theatrical Association, or ‘RAFTA’ for short, was founded in 1974 and
became a registered charity in 2011. The aim of RAFTA has always been, and remains today, to
improve theatre in the Royal Air Force. But what do we mean by this, and how do we go about it?
Who? The aim of RAFTA is to improve theatre in the RAF; it should come as no surprise then that
many RAFTA members are serving RAF personnel. But that’s just the tip of the ice berg! Theatre
is in its essence a social activity, a collaborative pastime that brings people together both in the
creative act of putting on a show and also in watching the fruits of any such labour. For many
years, RAF theatre clubs have brought together various members of both ‘on-base’ and local
communities in putting on and watching shows. This shared experience has enriched the lives of
both servicemen and civilians alike; the former gaining friends and meaningful roots in wider
society (the real world!), the latter gaining an appreciation of what RAF life is like through closer
engagement with ‘blue suits’. This heritage is reflected in the composition of RAFTA’s 400-plus
membership, which today includes serving RAF and Army personnel (and would welcome some RN
members!), ex-serving personnel, dependents and other civilian members; in short, all those in and
around the RAF who love theatre. RAFTA also has a number of member theatre clubs the full
details of who can join RAFTA as either an individual member or a club may be found in our
RAFTA Constitution.
What? There are probably as many different ways of interpreting ‘improving theatre in the RAF’
as there are of interpreting the character of Hamlet… To raise the standard of theatre across the
Association as a whole forms part of this aim, but given the Association’s ever-changing
composition – as new members join and old depart – such an ambition could be likened to the
painting of the Forth Road Bridge or to Sisyphus’s eternal quest to roll a boulder up a hill. It
would also be difficult to measure such improvement at an organisational level. RAFTA therefore
concentrates its efforts on helping each individual member and member club to improve. This
approach seems to have worked pretty well, with improvements ranging from increased confidence
all the way through to members who have decided to turn professional and dedicate their whole
lives to the theatre.
How? The fact the Association exists at all goes a long way toward the achievement of its aim to
improve theatre in the RAF as the members form a community where they can discuss all things
theatrical and grow and improve by sharing their knowledge, opinions and experience. On a
practical note, the following key RAFTA activities support the Association’s aim:


One Act Play Festival. RAFTA runs an annual One Act Play Festival that its member clubs
can enter. Viewed by many as the highlight of the RAFTA calendar, the Festival allows
members to come together for a weekend, perform for each other, share ideas and have a
bit of a party! An Adjudicator from the Guild of Drama Adjudicators (GODA) assesses
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each production and provides a ‘hot debrief’ of their comments; this informed external
view provides feedback that prompts both debate and theatrical growth.
Project. Every 2 years, RAFTA produces a ‘Project’. The aim of Project is to provide a
‘challenge’ to the Association and allow its members to put on a show at a professional
‘receiving’ theatre. The Project process allows members from different clubs and from
across the country to work together, share their knowledge and skills, and make lasting
friendships.
Competitions/Awards & Adjudications. RAFTA trains its own in-house adjudicators from
amongst the membership. Member clubs may then request an adjudication of any
production they put on. The key aim behind performing adjudications is to provide clubs
with peer review of their work; an independent critical eye could provide well-earned
praise and also point out potential alternative ways of doing things. Adjudications are
also scored, which allows productions to compete against one another in annual
competitions.
Courses and Workshops. Each year RAFTA runs one or two courses for its members with
the intent of providing members with new skills or refreshing their current skill-base. The
topics chosen for courses vary, but have recently included Shakespeare, stage
management, directing, pantomime, song & dance, and creative writing.

When? The Events Calendar provides more detail about what happens when over a year in the life
of RAFTA. Look out for the One Act Play Festival every May!
Where? RAFTA has no one physical home; it may seem a little clichéd, but RAFTA exists wherever
there is a RAFTA member or a RAFTA club. The Theatre Clubs page provides details of where
you would find our clubs. We hold our One Act Play Festival at RAF Cranwell in Lincolnshire,
and as such view RAF Cranwell as the ‘home for theatre’ in the RAF.
Why? Each RAFTA member will have a different story behind their love of theatre; the connections
that they have with the RAF will also vary member to member. Essentially, whilst there is even a
single serving or retired member of the RAF who enjoys theatrical pursuits, RAFTA will have a
role to play. The diverse nature of the RAFTA membership provides support to servicemen in their
theatrical pursuits, providing a constant community that supports the pursuit of theatre despite the
changing nature of service life (frequent postings, operational tours, other service needs). From
getting involved in theatre, servicemen get to work in an artistic environment, often a breath of
fresh air from their military day job. They get to develop team-working skills, their publicspeaking ability, their memories (learning lines isn’t easy!) and their organisational skills in an
environment where rank is dropped at the door – the SAC’s opinion is just as valued as the Group
Captain’s (or more so, if the SAC happens to be the director….). The RAF undeniably benefits
from this perhaps unusual force development activity!
And who pulls all this together? The lion’s share of the effort required to put on great plays,
pantomimes, musicals, murder mystery nights and other theatrical events happens in RAFTA clubs
or else involves individual members working with external (and sometimes professional) theatrical
organisations. However, a small team is required in order to run RAFTA for the benefit of its
members, coordinating communications within the Association, and organising/coordinating One
Act Play Festivals, Projects, Adjudications and Courses & Workshops. To this end, the RAFTA
membership annually elects a Committee to perform this role; the core Committee members also
act as the trustees of the charity. For advice and guidance, the Committee are able to draw on a
‘brain trust’ of RAFTA Fellows. RAFTA Fellowships are awarded in recognition of service to the
Association, and our Fellows between them have an encyclopaedic knowledge of myriad theatrical
subjects: useful people to have on board!
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RAFTA -The Historical Waypoints
The 10 year (1984), 20 year (1994), 25 year (1999) and the millennium (2000) historical reviews
from the Yearbooks and the RAF News:
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